NEWS FROM THE GA ACP

Physician orders for life-sustaining treatment: Medical education module
SOWEGA
This activity has been planned and implemented in accordance with the Essential Areas and policies of the Accreditation Council for Continuing Medical Education through the joint providership of the Medical College of Georgia at Augusta University and Southwest Georgia Area Health Education Center. The Medical College of Georgia at Augusta University is accredited by the Accreditation Council for Continuing Medical Education to provide continuing medical education for physicians. READ MORE

ACP state and national award nominations

A Call for national ACP Award nominations. Please contact the Georgia Chapter Awards Committee for questions or nomination of a Georgia Chapter Member. Email Dr. Walter Moore, Georgia Chapter Governor at mdaniels@gaacp.org.
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**ACP state and national award nominations**

A Call for national ACP Award nominations. Please contact the Georgia Chapter Awards Committee for questions or nomination of a Georgia Chapter Member. Email Dr. Walter Moore, Georgia Chapter Governor at mdaniels@gaacp.org.

**ACP Award Information**

---

**PRODUCT SHOWCASE**

**Leadership opportunity!**

Envision Physician Services has an exciting leadership Medical Director opportunity available in Dublin, GA. Come join our exceptional hospitalist team today!

---

**CDC: Mosquitoes, ticks and fleas are spreading more sickness**

The Pulse

The number of Americans getting diseases transmitted by mosquito, tick and flea bites has more than tripled over a 12-year period, reaching more than the number of Americans getting diseases transmitted by mosquito, tick and flea bites has more than tripled over a 12-year period, reaching more than 96,000 cases in 2016, the CDC reported Tuesday. READ MORE

---

**This hospital in Georgia is among nation's greatest**

Patch

A new report says one hospital in Georgia is among the greatest in the nation. Becker's Healthcare, which publishes business and legal information for the healthcare industry, released its annual "100 great hospitals in America" list recently. READ MORE

---

**Giving doctors the 'capability' they need to care for patients can fight burnout**

Stat News

Jonathan Bush writes: Doctors feel this need to matter acutely and profoundly. It’s their raison d’être, why they endure the day-to-day stress of medical practice. And yet the typical doctor’s day is filled with paperwork, box checking, and hurried patient encounters that don’t merit or challenge their expertise. Is it any surprise that burnout — half of doctors suffer from it — is an epidemic?